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A major problem in homological algebra is the effective calculation of Ext¿ (K, K)

for a graded algebra over a field K. In topology, the problem comes up in evaluating

the E2-term of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence and the £2-term of the

Adams spectral sequence.

In these and many other cases the algebra A is a coassociative cocommutative

Hopf algebra. By the (dual) Borel theorem (at least if K is perfect) such an algebra

is centrally solvable in the sense that there is a sequence of Hopf algebras and

maps

A ->-> Qn ->-► Q2 -> Qx = 1

t t

An A2

so that Qi= Qi + X//Ai + X and ,4=proj lim Q¡; and each A¡ is commutative.

Consequently, as a /^-module A is isomorphic to (x)¡ A¡, but the multiplication

$ differs from the tensor-product multiplication <t>0. <J> and <P0, however, are closely

related. This idea was explored in [1] and [2].

In this paper we take suitable resolutions U¡ <g) At (e.g. the bar-construction

B(At)), form U <g) A =(0¡ t/¡) <S> A x(g)¡ (U{ <g) A,), start from the tensor-product

differential d appropriate to <I>0 and then form successive "approximate differen-

tials" Dx, D2, D3,... by a perturbation process which, in the limit, gives a differ-

ential D appropriate to <I>. Since (§)¡ (U¡ ® A¡) is usually much smaller than—say—

the bar-construction for A, this gives us a small resolution and hence effective

methods of computation.

The essential property of the resolutions U¡ <g> At is that they should be DGA-

algebras; since A¡ is commutative, B(A¡) satisfies this condition. If At is written

as a product of monogenics AiX <g> Ai2 ® • • • and K has characteristic p, Au is a

polynomial algebra on a generator euj truncated by (e¡i)pk=0 for some k. For

these cases, the bar-construction has a simple form; thus, if A,tf is an exterior

algebra, B(AU,) is a divided polynomial algebra given by eres = (r, s)er+s if er

= [euj,..., e¡j] (r times). Thus, in this case, we get quite small, indeed minimal,

resolutions.
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In particular, the Steenrod algebra ¿¿(2) can be written as a twisted tensor-

product of exterior algebras on generators e¡j of degree 2;(2'— 1). Thus, for calcu-

lating Ext.^) (Z2, Z2) we obtain a resolution which looks like a polynomial

algebra on generators «i; of bidegree (1, 2,'(2i—1)); the dual of a divided poly-

nomial algebra being a polynomial algebra.

In the case where truncated polynomial generators of higher truncation occur,

the associated bar-constructions are no longer minimal—but they are still quite

manageable. J. P. May, in his thesis, tries to obtain resolutions for his "associated

graded algebras" by using tensor-products of Koszul resolutions which are

smaller than the bar-constructions; but difficulties result precisely because these

resolutions are not DGA-algebras.

The basic idea of our sequence of differentials Dlt D2,... is the following:

Each Dn: U ® A^ U ® A is a map of (A, 0)-modules ; but D%^0. The difference

between O and O0 is best expressed in terms of a certain filtration {Fp} of U ® A

and D2Fp^Fp^n_2. This leads to convergence.

Similarly, we can start with a map which is a chain-map for the (untwisted) d;

and obtain a convergent sequence of maps the limit of which is a chain-map for D.

The filtration used in all this is, of course, related to a spectral sequence. One

might say that a filtration can be used in two ways: Analytically, to investigate a

given situation, or synthetically, to construct new differentials, maps, homotopies,

etc. The former is achieved, classically, by the method of spectral sequences; the

latter is the essence of the present paper.

The filtration we use for this is especially adapted to the process in hand ; it is

not, in particular, the "augmentation filtration" used so successfully by J. P. May.

Under certain circumstances, however, the augmentation filtration can be closely

related to our method; the conditions for this are fulfilled, for instance, in the

case of the Steenrod algebra. In such cases, the combination of our (synthetic)

methods with the (analytic) use of the " May spectral sequence " appears to give a

powerful tool for computation ; we try to illustrate this by the calculations which

begin in §5. This same case has been treated, using different methods by Mahowald

and Copeland, who have set up a machine computation, and by N. Shimada.

We are much indebted to many conversations with J. P. May; and to A.

Liulevicius whose careful reading of our paper has eliminated many obscurities,

and some errors.

0. Preliminary definitions. K is a commutative ring with unit 1 e K. Module

X={Xn} (n e the integers) will mean "graded module over K"; i.e., a sequence

of modules Xn in the ungraded sense. If Xn = 0 for « < 0, we call X a positive

module. We identify K with the graded module {Kn} where KQ = K, Kn = 0 for

«#0.

If X, Y are modules X (gi Y is defined as the module with

(X® Y)n=     2    Xp® Yq,
P + q = n
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Horn (A", Y) by Hom„ (X, Y) = (Hom(X, Y))n = {HomK(Xp, Yp+n)}. We embed

Horn (X, Y) $ Horn (X', Y') in Horn (X ® X', Y ® Y') by the definition (/® /')

•(x ® x') = (- l)p'!/x ®/'x' if xe Jf„/' eHomp.(I', Y'). Iff g e Horn (AT, JT) have

gradings p, q respectively we define the commutator [/, g] =/?-(— l)Pigf. A

connected module X will be a positive module with X0 = K; in this case the unit

and augmentation r¡: K—> X, e: X —> K are defined in the evident way; a map of

connected modules /: X -> Y is an element of Hom0 (X, Y) such that f\ X0 = the

identity.

Let Xi (i=l,2,...) be a sequence of connected modules (the «-dimensional

component of Xl is XUn); we embed Afi ® • • ■ ® .Yj in Xx (g) ■ ■ ■ <g> Xi + X in the

evident way and define

<g)Xt = <§> Tj = Ü *i ® ■ • • ® Xx.
t=l i=l

An algebra A = (A, <p) will be a connected module together with an element

<P e Hom0 (.4 ® /I, /Í) satisfying the usual conditions (including associativity).

/I (or, rather, <p) will be said to be commutative if <p(x ® y) = (—\)P9<p(y <g> x)

for x e Ap, y e AQ.

The meaning of terms like "map of algebras", ",4-module", "map of A-

modules", etc., are the usual ones.

For a connected module X, I(X) denotes the "augmentation ideal", i.e.,

(I(X))0 = 0,       (I(X))n = Xn   if « > 0.

In the sequel much use will be made of bigraded modules U={Um¡n}. If U and V

are bigraded, we define U ® V by

(U ® K)m,n = 2        U».< ® K«.S
p + d = m,r+ s = n

if A'={Xn} is graded, bigrade U ® X by

(i/®Z)m>n=   2   D^rftü-
r+s = n

A map of bigraded modules G: U -> V of type (A:, e) is a sequence of maps

11      -, y^m,n     r rm + k,n + e-

We shall always refer to the first grading as the degree, the second as the di-

mension; thus, the grading of singly graded modules will be regarded as a

dimension.

Most of the maps we shall consider will be of type (k, 0); the various formulas

for signs then simply reflect the degree; cf. [4, p. 299].

If U={Um¡n} is positive in both gradings, we define IU by

(IU)m.n = Um¡n   if m > 0 or n > 0,

= 0 if m = n = 0.

The projection U->■ i/0,oc V will be denoted generically by n0.
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1. Twisted algebras.

1.0. Let (A¡, <p¡) (i=l,2,...) be a sequence of algebras and A=0 A¡. We

can give A a product <P0 : A ® A -> A in the usual way : Suppose a¡ e Ai¡n., 6¡ e Ai¡m¡

and a = ûj ® • • • (g> a¡, ¿> = ¿>j ® • • ■ ® è4; then

0>o(a <g> 6) = a¿>,

= (-l)eajèj<8) ••• ® aA,

where e = «z1(«2-l-1-w4)-f-m2(n3-I-h«¡)H-l-w>-i«¡ and aiei = 9'¡(«i ® *.)•

Using this notation and the embedding implicit in the definition of (g) Au we shall

often write ûjîz2- • •ai = aí® • • • ® où etc.

Into this context we introduce the following "weighted dimension filtration":

FP = FPA is the submodule generated by terms of the form ax ® a2 ® ■ • • ® at,

where a¡ e ,4¡>n. such that

nx + 2n2+ ■ ■ ■ +/«i ë —/>.

Clearly F„¿=¿ if pèO, FP^FP + 1, f\ ^p = 0, O0(^i, ® Fq)^Fp + q.

All this being given we make the following

1.1 Definition. (,4, O), or more precisely ({,4¡, <p¡}, O) is a twisted algebra if

4>: ,4 ® A -+A is an associative product with unit and the following conditions

are satisfied :

(0) Each <p is commutative.

(1) (Convergence Assumption). There is an integer-valued function on y(i)

with y(i) -> co as i -> oo such that ,4¡>?l = 0 if 0 < « < y(i).

(2) (<S>-%)(Fp®FQ)^Fp + ̂ x.

(3) (*-4>o)G4 ® IAi + IAi ® ¿)<=If„, At ® • • • ® A, ® Ji4i+X.
It follows from (2) that <D(FP ® Fq)cFp + q. We shall write a ° ¿> = 0(a <g> Z>) and

refer to í>, i>0 as the twisted, untwisted multiplication respectively.

Suppose ({B¡, <p¡}, <I>) is another twisted algebra, where with the customary abuse

of notation we use symbols like <p¡, $ generically, and g¡: A¡-^ Bt a sequence of

maps of algebras, then g = (g)j" j g¡ : A —> 7i is called a map of twisted algebras if

®(g ® g)=g®- Thus, for g to be map of twisted algebras we require g(a°b)

=gifl) ° g(b) and g(ab)=g(a)g(b).

Note that in all these definitions the case of a finite tensor-product is included :

condition 1.1(1) is then vacuous.

1.2 Examples.

1.21. Let Ax, A2 be algebras. We then have the concept of the "twisted tensor-

product of algebras", cf. [1, 8.1*]. Here we have the conditions

cix ° o2 = ± a2 o ax = ax ® a2,       a2° a'2 — a2a'2,

ax ° a'x-axa'x e Ax ® I(A2).

Condition 1.1(2) follows easily.
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The iteration of twisted tensor-products of algebras will, in general, not produce

a twisted algebra in the present sense. An important exception arises as follows:

1.22. Let (Au ¡pi, </i¡) be fully commutative Hopf algebras (i.e., <p¡ and t/j¡: A{^

Ai ® Ai are both commutative), and suppose that Qi = (Ax ® • • • ® At, <t>i, T¡)

is a Hopf algebra where we assume inductively (i.e. for each i): (i) Qi + x=Qi

® Ai + X is an extension of Hopf algebras in the sense of [1], (ii) the twisting func-

tions ß: Qt-> Al + X ® Ai + 1 are zero.

What condition (ii) amounts to is that T( is, for each i, simply the untwisted

coproduct.

In this case we can prove (using the formulas of [1]):

1.221 Lemma. (Ax ® • ■ ■ ® A¡, 0¡) satisfies condition 1.1(2); i.e., is a twisted

algebra.

The most important case of this is the representation of the Steenrod algebra

given by Milnor: The fact that the coproduct is "untwisted" in this case follows

from the fact that the dual of the Steenrod algebra is a polynomial algebra—i.e.

has an "untwisted" product in terms of the representation. The fact that the

Milnor representation of the Steenrod algebra satisfies 1.1(2) (1.1(0) and 1.1(1)

are obvious) can, of course, be read off directly from the multiplication formulas

(i.e. the comultiplication formulas of the dual algebra). We leave these details

to the reader.

Returning now to the case of 1.22 we see that the untwisted coproduct, when

regarded as a map (A, <t>) -*■ (A ® A, <t>A®A) is precisely a map of twisted algebras

in the sense of 1.1; here A ® A is, of course, regarded as the twisted algebra

®i (At ® Ai).

2. Twisted complexes.

2.0. Let A be an algebra. We shall say that (U, A, d) is a complex (over A) if

U={Um>n} is a bigraded Ä^-module, positive in each grading with £/m,0 = 0 if «î>0,

U0¡0 = K; and d: £/ ® ,4 -> [/ ® ,4 is a map of A -modules, of type (—1,0), such

that d2 = 0, Yl0d=0.

If there exists a map of bimodules s: {/®,4->C/®,4of type (1,0) such that

ds + sd = [d, s] = identity—n0,

then we say that (U, A, d, s) is an acyclic complex, or a resolution of A.

Example. The bar-resolution, cf. p. 299 of [4]. The bar-resolution satisfies the

additional conditions:

s(U ® A)cz U,   sU = 0

which define it uniquely.

If A is a commutative algebra, the bar-resolution B(A) = B(A) ® A is a com-

mutative DGA-algebra; the product induces in B(A) the structure of a commuta-

tive  algebra,   cf.   [4,  p.   312].   Moreover,   by   1.1(1)  B(At)mik = 0 if k<my(i).
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Accordingly we make

2.01 Definition. (í/¡, A¡, dx) is called a good resolution if

(i) (í/¡ ® Ai, di) is a DGA-algebra.

(ii) The product induces in í/¡ the structure of an algebra,

(iii) Ui¡mik = 0ifk< some function of wand /which—*■ coas/—>co,(m, &)/(0,0).

2.1. Let (A, <t>) = ({Ai, <pi}, 0) be a twisted algebra. Suppose (Uu Au dt) is a

good resolution for ,4¡, with chain-homotopy (s¡). We define Í7 = 0ioo=1 Ut=Üi

® í/2- ■ •. We extend the filtration of 1.0 to Í7 ® ,4 as follows: FP = FP(U ® ,4)

is the submodule generated by all terms of the form

Ux ® u2 ® • • • ® «j ® a

where w¡ 6 Üí,»',», such that

«j + 2«2 +•••+/«„ — (filtration a) — mx — m2 — ■ ■ ■ — m¡ ä — p.

It is well known that a resolution (U, A, d) for the algebra (A, <J>0) is obtained

if we choose d=dx + d2+ ■ ■ -, where, with an evident "abuse of notation" we

denote by d{: U ® Ar-* V® A the evident map induced by d¡; we leave it to the

reader to fill in the matter of the appropriate sign • ■ ■ ; s = tx + t2+ ■ • ■ where,

observing that U ® A fs(V% ® Ax) ® (U2 ® A2) ® • • -, tt = (Ux ® A) ® • • •

® (i/j_j ® A¡_x) ® si ® £¡ + 2 ® • • • and £¡ stands for projection on terms of

bigrading (0, 0) in (£/j ® ,4¡); we use Zfor the identity map of the object X.

It is now easily seen that dFp<^Fp_x, sFp^Fp + 1.

Since (t/j, Ai, d¡) is a good resolution, cf. 2.01, Ut is an algebra. We can thus

give U the structure of an algebra with the usual (untwisted !) formula for tensor-

products. Thus U ® A has two algebra structures:

(i) (Untwisted): Using 3>0 for A. We shall denote this extend product also

by <D0-

(ii) (Twisted): Using O for A. This will still be denoted by <£>.

Note that the two products differ only in regard to A : We have the same product

for U.

(U, A, d, <D0) is a differential algebra. It is easily seen that

®o(Fp ® Fq) c Fp + q.

Also, formula 1.1(2) holds with the extended meanings of <I>, Fp and hence

<D(fp®F,) ç Fp + q.

If w, w'ei/® A, we shall continue to use the notations O0(vv ® w') = ww',

0(w ® w') = w o w'.

2.2. With all the data of 2.1, we make the following

Definitions, (i) n,: U ® A -*■ U ® A is the projection onto the summand

(Ux ® ^i) ® • ■ • ® (£/,_! ® ^,_j) ® 7({/¡ ® A¡) if i >0. n0 is the projection onto

terms of bigrading (0, 0). If I¡ denotes the identity on Ut ® A¡, then n^L. ® • • ■

® I,_i ® (L-eO ® et+1 ® £i + 2 ® •••.
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(ii) H: Ux® ■•• ® Ut.-+U®. A, it + 1: C/i + 1® <7i + 2®-> t/® A, iA: A ->

t/ ® ,4 are the natural injections.

(iii) If G:U®A-+U®A is a map of bigraded .if-modules, we define

L(G): U® A-+U® Aby

co

l(g) = 2 *ini+1<?t, ® (i+i ® lA}
i = l

(we extend the meaning of O to 3 factors!).

A map of (A, dj))-modules will be said to be <P-linear. Clearly L(G) is O-linear.

A much simpler way of deriving from G a O-linear map is given by

(iv) l(G) = <S>(Gix®lA).

Notice that if GFp<=Fp + k (for all p and a fixed k), then the same is true of L(G)

and 1(G).

2.31 Definition. (U, A, D, d) or, less accurately, (U, A, D) will be called a

twisted complex over the twisted algebra A = (A, O) if we are in the situation of

2.1, 2.2 and if

(i) (U, A, D) is a complex over (A, O).

(ii) (D-d)Fp^Fp_2, L(D-l(d)) = D-l(d).

The twisted complex will be called a twisted resolution if there is a contracting

chain-homotopy S such that SFP<^FV + X.

2.32. Next, let g = (X) g¡: A -> B be a map of twisted algebras, cf. 1.1, and let

(V, B, D) be a twisted complex over the twisted algebra B. Since we have only

used good resolutions, cf. 2.01, t/¡ ® Ah V¡ ® 5¡ are differential algebras. We now

make a further assumption :

2.321 Assumption, (i) gt induces a map of DGA-algebras C/¡ ® At -> V¡ ® Bt.

(ii) git/jc: Vt, so that gt\ Ux : <7¡ ̂- Vt is a map of algebras.

The main examples are: Our "good resolutions" are in fact bar-constructions;

or gi is the identity map.

2.322 Notations. The induced map í/¡ ® A¡ ->- V¡ ® B¡ will still be denoted by

gt; the map (§)&: 1/ ® A-+V® B will still be denoted by g. Now, let G: U ® A

-*■ F® B be a map of bigraded ^-modules, of type (k, 0). We define Lg(G): U® A

->■ T ® 5, of the same type, by

CO

Lg(G) =  V 0>{ni+1Glf ® gi+1 ® tBg}
iTi

where gi+1 = i'+1(Si+i ® • • •)■ Clearly Lg(G) is "g-linear", i.e., Lg(G)(u®o)

=Lg(G)(u)° g(a). A much simpler wayv of obtaining a g-linear map is lg(G)

= (I){Gt(I) ® g}. Clearly L, I of 2.2 are special cases of Lg, lg for g = identity. Note

lg(g)=g, Lg(g)=0; recall that we are using the symbol g for a map A -> B; and

its extension to the resolutions!

In all these formulas we have used, informally, the isomorphism (x)j (U¡ ® At)

=«g>¡<y.)®^
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2.33 Definition. G:U®A-rV<8>B will be called a map of twisted complexes

(extending g) if it is of type (0, 0), g-linear and

(i) DG = GD,

(ii) GFP^FP,

(iii) Lg(G) = LQ(G-g) = G-g.

The fact that the composition of two maps of twisted complexes is a map of

twisted complexes will follow from 2.34 and 2.36 below.

2.34. Retaining the notations of 2.32, let // : B -> C be a map of twisted algebras,

(W, C, D) a twisted resolution of C and H: V® B^W® C a map of bigraded

/v-modules.

Lemma, (i) hL,(G) = Lha(hG), (ii) Lh(H)g = Lhg(Hg).

The proof is easy; once again, we recall the "abuse of notation" involved in the

use of the symbols «, g, cf. 2.322.

2.35. This section is preliminary to the proof of 2.36.

Let w¡ e Ui (/= 1,..., «); since the product for the í/¡'s is the untwisted one we

can write uxu2 ■ ■ ■ un for i/j ® ■ ■ • ® un and u±u2 ■ ■ ■ unu'n for (ux ® • • ■ ® un)u'n,

u'n e Un. Also, let gi«¡ = t'¡ e V{. Now,

Lg(G)(ux- ■ ■«„) = n2G(wj)¡v • -vn+ ■ ■ • + n„G(t/j• • -m„_iK

CO

+  2   nrG(«,••■«„)
r = n + 1

from which (and the fact that Lg(G) is "g-linear") we easily deduce the following

formulas:

n0L9(G) = njL9(G) = 0,

n,/.e(G)ny = 0  if / < j,

UnLg(G)(ux- ■ -unu'n) = j 2 nrLg(G)(ux- ■  un)knnv'n) + {flnLg(G)(ux- ■ -m„)K

and, in particular

UnLg(G)(Ux-    •«»)= -I   2   UrLg(G)(Ux-- •«n-i)knnUn)-r-{nBL9(t/1- ■ -Un-x)}vn,

f\iLg(G)(Ux- ■ -un) = n¡G(Mj- • -un)    if / > «.

2.36. We retain the notations of 2.32, 2.34, 2.35.

Lemma, (i) Lg(Lg(G))=Lg(G),

(ii) If G = Lg(G), H=Lh(H), then HG=Lhg(HG).

Proof. In both cases, we use the formulas of 2.35, and an induction on n.

(i) is then nearly obvious.

To prove (ii) it clearly suffices to prove equality on uxu2- ■ -un where un e I(Un).
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Let gu¡ = Vi, hvi = w¡. Clearly ïlnun = un, Unvn = vn, Ylnwn = wn where wn or vn may be

zero. Now

XliLhg(HG)(ux-■ un) = 0 if i < «,

n

= 2 nr(ffGX«i- m»-i)w„   if i = «,
r=2

= nj(//G)(w1---Mn) if i > n,

using 2.35 and the inductive hypothesis. Now, since G=Lg(G), H=Lh(H) we have

n0G=n1G = 0, n¡Gn, = 0 if i<j and similarly for H. Hence,

oo

UiHG(ux- O = UtH 2 nrG(«i- • ■«»)
T=2

CO

= n,//2 nrc(«!•■•«„).
r = 2

Now, UrG(ux- • • un) = UrLg(G)(ux■ ■ un) = 0 if r<n, and hence U¡HG(ux- ■ un) = 0

if /<«.

It therefore remains to prove that UnHG(ux- ■  un) = TlnHIlnG(ux- ■ -un) is equal

to UnLhg(HG)(ux ■ ■ -un). Now, since G=Lg(G) we have

UnG(ux- -Un)  = I   2   nrG(t/r • -Mn-i)^,,

and hence, since H=Lh(H),

nnHUnG(ux- un) = { 2 2 ns//nrG(Wl- • -u^Àw,.
ls=2    r=2 J

Now, since UsHUr = 0 if j<r, we can add all the terms UrG for r>« without

changing anything. We get

| 2 nsHG(ux--un.x)\wn

exactly as required.    Q.E.D.

3. Perturbations.

3.0. Let ({/, A, D) be a twisted complex over the twisted algebra (A, O). Due

to the convergence assumption 1.1(1) and 2.01 (hi) there is a lower bound for the

filtration of all nonzero elements of (Î7® A)m¡n. Suppose now we have a sequence

of maps of bimodules G¡: £7® A -> V® B (i=\, 2,...), where (V, B, D) is a

second twisted complex, each G¡ of type (k, I) satisfying the condition

GiFp(U®A)^Fp^6ii)(V®B)

for all p, where 8(i) -* oo as i -*■ oo. Then it follows that for w e (U ® ,4)m,n there

is an integer j such that Gtw = 0 when /gy.
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Using this remark, we shall say that G¡ -> 0 as / -> oo.

If G¡ : U ® A -> V ® B, similarly, satisfies the condition

(Gi-Gl)Fp(U®A) c Fp_m)(V® B)

when /g; /, 8(1) -> oo, then for each w e (U ® ,4)m,„ there is an integer j such that

GiW = Grw for all /, i'^j. In this case, there is a well-defined map

G: G® .4-». V® B

which can be regarded as lim(-.œ G¡.

We can now explain the basic idea of this paper : Beginning with certain maps

"appropriate" to an untwisted resolution (U, A, d) of (A, O0) we obtain sequences

G¡ such that lim,^ G¡ exists and is "appropriate" to a twisted resolution (U, A, D)

of (A, Q>). To shorten statements, we shall use the notations introduced in 2.1,

2.2, 2.3 without further explanation.

3.1. Our first example is very simple.

Proposition. Let (U, A, d) be a resolution of (A, O0) and (U, A, D) a twisted

complex over (A, O) (cf. 2.31), then (U, A, D) is a resolution.

Proof. We need only prove the existence of a chain-homotopy for D. We define,

inductively,

Sx = s,

An = [D,sn]-i + u0      (nal),

Sn + i = Sn — sAn.

Let us write a = D — d, so that by 2.31 aFp<^Fp_2. We shall prove by induction

that AnFp<=Fp_n. Since [d,s]=l-U0, we have Aj = [D, j]-l + \l0 = [a, s] which

verifies the case « = 1.

We now calculate :

[D,Sn + 1] = [D,Sn]-[D,sAn]

= An+l-Tl0-[d,sAn]-[o,sAn]

= An+l-n0-*An-jAni/-[a,jAn]

= An+l-n0-dsAn-sdAn+s[d, An]-[a,iAn]

= An+i-n0-(i-n0)An+í[¿, An]-[CT,íAn]

= l-Il0+s[d, An]-[a,sAn],

for n0An=n0D5n+n05nZ)-n0 + n0n0 = 0 since n07) = n05n = 0. Hence

An + 1 = s[d, An]-[a,sAn].

Now [d, A„] = [7J, An]-[a, An], and [D, An] = 0 as is easily verified; hence

An+1 = -s[a,An]-[a,sAn]

from which An+1Fp<=Fp_n_j is immediate.
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Hence A„->0and 5n -> S as « -* oo, with [D,S]-l+no = 0.    Q.E.D.

Note that the condition L(D — l(d)) = d— 1(d) was not used in the above. The

reason for this condition will appear later.

3.11 Addendum. SFp<^Fp + x.

3.2. Continuing with the notations of 2.1, 2.2, 2.35 let 3¡ = /(í/j), ueUp¡q,

u' e Ur¡¡¡, a e At, a' e A.

8i(ua o u'a) = (-\)tsôt(uu'a ° a')

= (— \)tsd¡(uu') o a o a'

= (-\)ts{(diU)u' + (- \)pu(diU')} » a o a',

dt(ua) o u'a +(— \)vua ° d¡(u'a') = (d¡u) ° a ° u'a'+(- \)"ua ° (dtu') o a

= (- \)ts(diU)u' o a o a' + (- l)p + ts«W"') ° a ° a'

+ (- \)"u{a o (diU')-(-l)ts(diU') o a} ° a'.

Hence,

8t(ua o u'a') = dt(ua) ° u'a' + (- Yfua ° 8i(w'o')-(- l)pu[a, d,u'] ° a'

where the commutator [a, d¡u'] is taken, of course, in the sense of the product O.

Note that this "error-term" is zero if a= 1.

3.31. Referring now to 2.32, let G: U® A -> K® B again denote a map of

bigraded AT-modules. We define

0Ug(G) = 0{íi + 1Gt¡ ® gi + 1 ® tßg}       (cf. 2.1)

and

0g(G) =  2 KÁG).
i = l

Note that 0g(G)=Lg(sG), for IIi + 15 = ri + 1. Calculating, now, as in 2.35, 2.36, it is

easy to verify the following formulas:

[S1,ei,g(G)] = 0Ug[dj,G] ifj< f+1,

= o{ni+1Gtj®gi+1®tBg}

+ JSri,i + 1>9(G)+0i,9[a1 + 1, G]   if; = i+1,

= ö(,g[^,G] + ^.g(G) if/> /+1.

If the "error-term" of 3.2 did not exist, neither would the functions XlJi9(G):

These are simply the accumulated "error-terms" and are easily seen to satisfy

the following conditions:

X¡,,,g(G)(ux ■ ■ -un) = 0 if n < j,

= XiiUg(G)(ux ■ ■ ■ Uj)vj+1 • • • vu   if « ^ j,

where, as before, vk=guk=gkuk. From this we easily deduce

Lg(XUi,g(G)) = Xi,Ug(G).
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Finally, we notice the following: If GFP<~-Fp_k, then XiyUg(G)Fp<~^Fp-k-x\ this is

true because, due to 1.1(2), the commutator "error-term" in 3.2, will have filtra-

tion at least one less than either of the two products.

Summing now over both indices and writing

ug) = 22 uuG)
i=l   j=i+l

we obtain, since 2 Sx = l(d):

3.32 Lemma.  Writing   Dx = l(d),   [Du 0g(G)] = 9g[Du G] + Lg(G) + Xg(G)  where

Xg(G) satisfies the following conditions:

(\) LgXg(G)=Xg(G).

(ii) IfGFp<=Fp_kforallp, then Xg(G)Fp<=-Fp_k-x-

3.4. As yet, we have not proved that twisted resolutions exist at all. We can

now prove this; the main application of the next theorem, however, is not merely

to prove existence: It is a practical means of finding resolutions for twisted alge-

bras; that is the main reason for this entire paper.

Theorem. Let (U, A, d) be a resolution of (A, O0), as in 2.1. Let Dx = l(d)

(cf. 2.2) and, inductively,

Dn + 1 = Dn-9(D2n)       (n^\)

where 9=9g for g=the identity on A, cf. 3.31. 77¡e« lim^a, Dn = D exists, and

(U, A, D) is a twisted resolution, cf. 2.31.

Proof. From 1.1(2) we obtain immediately that (Dx — d)Fp^Fp_2; also, from

d2 = 0 we easily deduce DlF^Fj,.^, finally a detailed verification shows L(D\)

= Df. This is proved, using the method of 2.35, 2.36 and an induction on «.

We now prove inductively (i) D2=L(Dl), (ii) D2FP<~-Fp_n_2.

For «= 1, we have just indicated the proofs.

D2n + 1 = D2-[Dn,9(D2x)] + {9(D2)}2.

Now, let us write D'n= Dn-Dx=-9(D2)-9(D2_j).

[Dn, 9(D2)] = [Du 9(D2)] + [D'n, 9(D2)}

= 9[Dx, D2]+L(Dl) + X(Dl) + [D'n, Ô(D2)].

Hence, remembering that L(D2) = D2,

D2n + 1 = 9[Dx, D2]-X(D2)-[D'n, 9(D2)] + {9(D2)}2.

Now, since 9(G) = L(sG), it follows immediately from 2.36 that L(D2 + 1) = D2 + 1-

Also, since D'n= — 9(D2)— ■ ■ ■ — 9(D2_x), the inductive hypothesis gives D'nFp

^Fp_2. Also [Du D2] = [Dn-D'n, D2]=-[D'n, D2}. Hence, the terms 6[Dlt D2}

and [D'n, 9(D2)] decrease filtration by at least « + 3; so does {6(Dl)}2, since 2(n+l)

ä« + 3; finally X(Df)Fp<=Fp.tl-a by 3.32(a).
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This completes the inductive proof of (i) and (ii). Hence D\ -» 0 as « -> oo in

the sense of 3.0 and

D =  lim Dn =  lim {Dx-0(D\)-0(A!-i)}
n-»o° n-* oo

exists, with Z>2=0.

From the definitions, Dn are all ^-linear; hence so is D; (D — d)Fp<=Fp_2 is

immediate since Dx — d=l(d) — d has this property, and 0(D2)Fp^Fp_n_x. Since

-/); = 0(/)?)+ • • ■ +0(Z^-i), LD'n=D'n, whence L(D- A) = D- Dx.

This completes the proof of the fact that (U, A, D) is a twisted complex over

(A, O). Hence it is a resolution, by 3.1.    Q.E.D.

3.5. Next, by a similar method, we prove the existence of maps of resolutions.

Let (Í7, A, D), (V, B, D) be twisted complexes, g: A -s- B a map of twisted algebras,

cf. 1.1. As in 2.32, we extend g to a mapg: U ® A -» F® B. Clearly g is a map of

bigraded modules of type (0, 0) such that dg = gd, i.e. [g, t/] = 0. Writing, again,

Dx = l(d), we easily see that, also, [g, Dx] = 0; note g = 4(g). Finally, assume that

(V, B, D) is a resolution.

Theorem.  With these data, define inductively

Gx =g,       Gn + X = Gn-0g[D,Gn]   (n S 1)

?«e« limn_„o Gn = G exists; and G is a map of complexes extending g, cf. 2.33.

Proof. We prove inductively that (i)  [D,Gn]=Lg[D, Gn] and (ii)  [D, Gn]FP

'—Ip-n-l-

Writing, again, D' = D-DX, we have D' = LD'. Hence, by 2.34, D'g = (LD')g

=Lg(D'g) and, similarly, gD'=Lg(gD'), whence [D',g]=Lg[D',g]. Also, [Dx,g]

= 0. Hence [D,g] = Lg[D,g].

Since D'FP<^FP_2 and gFp<^Fp, [D, g]Fp=[D', g]Fp<=Fp_2; and the verification

for n = 1 is complete. Now

[D, Gn + 1] = [D, Gn]-[A, e„[D, Gn]]-[D', 0„[D, £?„]]

= [A GJ-0JA, [A GB]]-Le[A Gn]-Xg[D, Gn]-[D', 6g[D, Gn]]

= 0JA [A G,]]-*e[A GJ-[A, 6g[D, GUJ

from the inductive hypothesis, and using DX = D— D'.

(i) now follows easily from 2.34 and 2.36; and (ii) from the inductive hypoth-

esis and D'FP<=FP_2. The rest of the proof is now exactly like the last part of 3.4.

3.6. It is interesting to observe that the results of 3.4, 3.5 can be written as

infinite series. Writing xx = Dx, Xi=-0(Df_x) (i^2), yx=g, yt=-0g[D, G¡.x] we

have /) = 2?=i x„ G^jJLiJh, where xf,cF,-u yiFp^Fp.i + x.

4. Spectral sequences. The filtration F leads to various spectral sequences.

Since we want to introduce at least one other filtration, we consider nitrations in

slightly greater generality.
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4.11 Definition. If (A, <p) is an algebra we call (A, <p, g) a filtered algebra or

¡Ç a filtration of (A, <p), if g is an increasing filtration of the module A such that

<P(%PA ® %tA) c %p + q(A).

4.12 Definition. Let (A, cp) be an algebra, § a filtration of (A, <p). Let (U, A, d, s)

be a resolution of (,4, <p) (cf. 2.0). A filtration föp(U ® A)} = i} of the module

U ® A will be called an admissible extension of ?¡¡\A if

(i) %p(U®A)nA = %pA.

(ii) rf0r,«=2fp-i,a3rp«=íCí + i.
(iii) Given integers (m, n) there is an integer p(m, n) such that ¡5P n (G ® ,4)m>n

= 0 when /? <p(m, «).

4.13. Note that if (A, <p, g) is a filtered algebra the associated graded module

is an algebra E°A ; E°A is bigraded with

CrOJ\        _      VP ^ Ap + S
t*1   Sl)p,s   —   cr f.    J

Up-1 ' ' ^p + s

As a graded algebra, we take p + s as the grading of E°A.

4.2. If A is a graded algebra, we write, as usual, 7/'Cii(^) = Ext5,!(7C, K), where k

is the homological and t the "internal" dimension; cf. [4, p. 298].

Theorem. Let (A, <p, g) be a filtered algebra. Let (U, A, d, s) be a resolution of

(A, tp), and let g also denote an admissible extension of>}. Then ¡5 induces a conver-

gent spectral sequence (E*-q-l,dr) with dr: Ef^r* Ef *'"*'***'* and such that
(i) ES-"-t = Hp + "-t-t(E°A),

(ii) E™-t = E0(H* + ,t-t-t(A)) for some filtration ofH' + q-t-t(A).

Proof. Since ¿3fpc3f,,-j, in the spectral sequence (Er, dr) induced by fÇ, d° = 0

and E° = E1. Since iSrp^Oip + j, í induces a chain-homotopy in E1 which therefore

is a resolution of E°A. Applying now the functor HomA ( , K), the statement

(i) is apparent.

4.21 Addendum. 7« the same situation, if (U'A, d', s') denotes a second reso-

lution (A,<p), and g' an admissible extension of % for U' ® A, then the spectral

sequences of 4.2 induced by $ and %' are isomorphic from E2 on.

Proof. Due to condition (ii) in 4.12, the chain-map U® A —> U' ® A con-

structed in the standard comparison theorem is filtration-preserving. This map

therefore induces isomorphisms throughout the spectral sequence from E2 on,

since the necessary chain-homotopies occur in E1.

4.3 Examples, (i) The filtration F of 2.1, associated with a twisted resolution

of a twisted algebra, of 2.31, is admissible. For reference we shall call this filtration

the weighted dimension filtration.

Note that in this case E°Ax(A, <D0) by 1.1(2).

(ii) Let (A, <p) be an algebra. The augmentation filtration {} is defined by letting

%-p(A) be <p(IA ® • • • ® I A) (p factors) for p<0 and %P(A) = A for p^O. If A
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is projective, this can be extended to the bar-construction, by letting {}„ be the

submodule generated by all elements a[ax, a2, ..., an] for which a e i}g(A),

a¡ e%Pi(A) and q+px+■ ■ ■ +pn + n^p.

This filtration is admissible; it has been introduced and much considered by

May; we call it the May-filtration; the corresponding spectral sequence 4.2 we

call the May-spectral sequence.

(iii) In exactly the same way, the filtration F of 1.0 can also be introduced into

the bar-construction of (A, O). This case, exactly as (i) above, has E°A=(A, O0).

4.4. For computations, the May-spectral sequence is convenient; since it is not

that of a twisted resolution it is, in general, not related to the methods of §3; in

particular, if we find D by the method of 3.4, there is no reason to suppose that it

will be "compatible" with the May-filtration of the bar-construction.

In certain cases, however, something of this sort is true. Suppose ({At, <p¡}, O)

is a twisted algebra, cf. 1.1. Let $y be a filtration of A¡. We define the associated

weighted filtration <y of A=Ç§i At as follows: ÏÏPA is generated by all monomials

ax ® a2 ® • • • ® an where a¡ e ^Pt(A{) and px+2p2+ ■ ■ ■ +npn^p. Thus, we obtain

the filtration of 1.0 if each Ax is filtered by negative dimension. If, cf. (2.1), (U¡, Ai,d¡)

is a resolution of (A¡, <p¡), suppose that gf has been extended to Ut ® At so as to

satisfy condition 4.12. We can then extend 3 by using the same method, to the

associated weighted filtration of [/® A; this will satisfy 4.12 in relation to the

untwisted differential and homotopy d and s.

Suppose now that the weighted filtration satisfies 0(gp ® t5«)c3rp+,; in general,

this will not be the case; though certainly O0(5P ® l}g)cl}P + q.

Then it is easily verified that ifG: U® A^- U® A is such that Gi}p<^i5P + k

(for some fixed k), then

(LgG)%p e ffcrt       (cf. 2.32),

(0gG)%p cjpmi    (cf. 3.31).

Hence, it is easily seen that the behavior with respect to filtration is not changed

by the sequence of perturbations in 3.4 or 3.5.

We have proved:

4.41 Lemma. The associated weighted filtration g obtained from a sequence of

admissible filtrations is admissible (in relation to S, D, of3.\, 3.4), provided

«(3fp®af,) c5f+,

4.42 Remark. Note that for the case of the weighted dimension filtration the

condition is a consequence of the stronger condition 1.1(2). This condition will

in general not be satisfied by the admissible filtrations of 4.41. Hence, even though

one may prefer, in calculations, to use another filtration, the weighted dimension

filtration is essential for the convergence proofs of §3.

4.5 Application. The Steenrod algebra (modp) is a twisted algebra; A, is the
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divided polynomial algebra generated by the element dual to f¡ tensored by the

exterior algebra generated by the element dual to t¡, using the notation of Milnor,

[10]; in the case p = 2, t¡ is absent. If R = (rx,..., rk) is a sequence of integers, the

element dual to fj1 • ■ • fí* is denoted by P(R); the element dual to t¡ is denoted by

Qi-

4.51 Lemma. With this representation of the Steenrod algebra, the augmentation

filtration and the weighted filtration associated with the augmentation filtrations of

the A ¡ are identical.

Proof. If x e A, following May, we write w(x) = n if

x e 0((/.4)n)   and    x i ®((IA)n + x).

If R = (rx,..., rk) and ri = 2y°=o a^p' is the />-adic expansion of r¡, then we have

Theorem I. 2.2 of [7]:
co oo

w(p(r)) =22 '««
i=l   j=0

the " w" of the dual of £[< in ,4¡ is easily seen to be exactly 2f=o ati. (Recall that At

is a divided polynomial algebra.) Hence w(P(R)) is obtained from these numbers

exactly by our weighting. Formula (iv) in Theorem II. 1.1, namely Qi + x = [Ppl, Q¡],

gives, by an evident induction, w(Qt) = i, while the weight of Qt in Ax is clearly 1.

Q.E.D.

4.52 Corollary. The weighted augmentation filtration satisfies the condition of

4.41 in the case of the Steenrod algebra.

4.53 Corollary. The spectral sequence of 4.2 obtained by extending the (weighted)

augmentation filtration of the Steenrod algebra to any admissible filtration of a

twisted resolution is isomorphic, from E2 on, to the May spectral sequence.

Proof. 4.21.

4.6. If A is a Hopf algebra, it is well known that the diagonal </>: A -*■ A ® A

can be extended to a map of resolutions ^:£/®,4->-C/®i/®,4®,4x:(y

® A ® U ® A ; and that this map induces the multiplicative structure of Ext.

If t/i is filtration-preserving, i.e., if "ASp^Sí + ̂ p S¡ ® 3> if U<8> A has an ad-

missible extension of the filtration fy of A, cf. 4.12, then, by the same argument

as in the proof of 4.21, $ is filtration-preserving. This implies that the spectral

sequence, cf. 4.2, is multiplicative:

4.61 Addendum to Theorem 4.2. Under the conditions of 4.2, if (A, <p, </i) is a

Hopf algebra and if<p is filtration-preserving, we have the further results:

(iii) (Er, dr) has the structure of a trigraded differential algebra.

(iv) The isomorphisms o/4.2(i), (ii) are isomorphisms of algebras

E2 -> H*(E°A),       Ex -> E°(H*A).
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5. The subalgebras sfm of the Steenrod algebra sé. In this and the following

sections we use the techniques developed earlier to give a partial computation of

Extj^3J (Z2, Z2) where séa) is the subalgebra of the (mod 2) Steenrod algebra sé

generated by Sq1, Sq2,..., Sq2', cf. [9, p. 23].

5.1. We start by giving the

5.11 Definition. qi-} is the dual of i¡{ in Milnor's description of sé [10].

Note. In particular qx,, = Sq'.

5.12 Theorem (Milnor). Every element in sé can be written uniquely as a sum

of elements of the form qhh ■ ■ ■ qtrJr with 0 < h á k ¿ • • • SI ¡r, À <h +1 '/ h =" k+1 and

eachjk is a power of 2.

Thus we obtain a complete knowledge of the multiplicative structure of sé if

we can express all squares (qi¡2')2 and all commutators [q¡,2i, qk,2>] in the standard

form 5.12. The subalgebra séU) is generated by all qiy2< where jfit, i+j^t+l. Qn,

in the notation of 1.22, is generated by qu with /<«. The twisting function of

Qn + \ = Qn ® An + x is obtained by writing all commutators of generators in Qn

and observing the terms with qn + xj-

5.2. The algebra sé(3). As a twisted tensor-product, séi3) has 10 generators,

namely qul, tfi.a, q1A, ?i,8, ?a,i. #2,2, #2,4, ?8.i> I3.2, ?4,i- To give the complete

structure we need 10 squares and 45 commutators. However, these are all con-

sequences of the following basic relations :

[Sq1, Sq2] = q2A,        [Sq2, Sq'] = q2,2,        [Sq\ Sq»] = q2A + Sq3q2¡1q2.2,

[Sq1,q2.a\ = 9z.u        [Sq2,q2,i] = Sq^a.^la.i +?a.s.

[Sq1, q3.2] = q*ii,        [Sq1, Sq*] = Sgfya>1,

[Sq1, Sq8] = Sq2Sq*q2A + Sq2q3,u        [Sq2, Sq8] = q2,xq3,x + Sq*q2,2,

(Sq1)2 = 0,       (Sq2)2 = Sqlqa,u        (Sq*)2 = Sq2q2,2,

(Sqe)2 = Sqiq2A + Sq7q2,xq2.2 + (Sq3+q2,x)q2.2q3,i-

6. The perturbations for séi3). Over Z2 a formalism for handling the systems of

perturbations of Dx is fairly easy to arrange. In particular, for séi3) the complex

we start with is a divided polynomial algebra

6.01. A(kiA, k3¡2, k3A, k2¡i, k2f2, k2il, kx,a, klti, k1¡2, kx,x) and any element in

it is a sum of monomials of the form

(£4,1)^(^3,a)ja' ' '(^l.iliio-

6.1 Definition. The ordered 10-tuple of integers (positive, negative or zero)

(in ■ ■ •> '10) denotes the operator which sends (fc^i)^- • -(kx.x)]^ into the monomial

(kttx)h + il-- ■(k1,1)ho+tlo] where (Âr*,*)(=l if/ = 0 and = 0 if/<0.

Such operators are provided with coefficients from séi3) in the evident way,

and iterating two operators with coefficients a(/j• • • /i0), ß(jx-■-jxo) we obtain

aß(ii+ju- ■ •> í'io+7'io)- These operators would seem to be sufficient to describe the
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perturbing differentials. However, this is not quite true since the linearization

operator of 2.2 involves the multiplication in the divided polynomial algebra as well

as that in s/(3). Hence, in iterating two operators, binomial coefficients are intro-

duced which depend on the monomial on which the operator is operating as well

as upon the operator.

For example, if we start with the element (k2,i)i(kx,2)j(kliX)s (appropriate to the

subalgebra of s/l3) generated by Sq1, Sq2), we have the formula

A(a(fc2,l)i(£l,2)X^l.l)S)   =  <z{q2,Ák2,l)i-l(kX,2)j(kX,X)s

+ Sq2(k2,x)i(k1¡2)j_1(kXA)s + Sq\k2,x)i(kx,2)j(l<i,i)s-i}

which corresponds to the operation of

q2,x(-l,0,0) + Sq2(0, - 1, 0) + Sq1®, 0, -1)

on the element. Starting the perturbation process, we find

e(Di)(a(k2_x)i(k1,2)j(kx,x)s) = «^/|1)(*a,t)(+i(fti.3^i(fei,i).-1

+ ^+llyq1(k2,x)i + x(ku2)j_2(kXA)s}

and we write

0(A?) - (*|1)[(1. -1, -1)+S?K1, -2,0)].

This is a typical example of how a binomial coefficient is introduced. Continuing

the process we find

WX^.iUkiMk^l) = «('^(^.Oí^i^-sÍAl!),

and we write

0(A§) = (*22)(2, -3,0).

Here the process stops, and D= Dx + 0(Dj) + 0(D%) gives the differential for the

algebra st?(X). From this, the calculation of Ext^-(1) (Z2, Z2) becomes routine.

More generally, we have the evident

6.11 Proposition. The operators in the perturbed differential are sums of opera-

tors ap(ix ■ ■ ■ z'io) where

«PO'i- ■ •ílo)[f5(*4,l)í1- ■    (kx,Ohö\   =  ßPi'l-- -h0,jl-- 7lo)«p4,l)í1+,r • '(^l.lko + iio]

where fi(ix ■ ■ ■ i10,jx • • -jXo) is a product of binomial coefficients and belongs to Z2.

6.2. Before proceeding further we express the operator 0 of 3.21 in this notation:

0[ccp(ix, ..., ix0)] = a'p(ii, ■ ■ -, ik+1, • •., ho)

provided a = a'qm written in the ordering of 5.12 and q(k) is the qitj in the kth

position.
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6.3. We now proceed directly to the calculations. To start

Dx =^4.i(-l,0,0,...,0)+932(0, -1,0,...,0)

+?3.i(0,0, -\,0-)+q2A(0,0,0, -1,0,...,0)

(6.31) +?2,2(0, 0, 0, 0, -l,o')

+q2,x(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, - 1, 0- • -) + SqB(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0)

+ Sq4(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, - 1, 0, 0) + Sq2(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, - 1, 0)

+ Sq\0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, -1).

The first perturbation comes from evaluating D\ and we find

xa = r3(6)(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, -1, - 1) + p(5)(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, - 1, - 1, 0)

+ ,5(4X0,0,0, 1,0,0, -1, -l,0,0) + p(3)(0, 0,1,0, -1,0,0,0,0, -1)

(6.32) +p(3)(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, - 1, 0, - 1, 0, 0) + p(2)(0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1, 0)

+rfi)(l, - L 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, - 1) + p(1)(1, 0, 0, - 1, 0, - 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)

+ p(l)(l, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0) + p(2)(0, 1, 0, 0, - 1, 0, - 1, 0, 0, 0)

where

p(jr)(ii ■ lo)((K4.l)jV • -(ki^JxJ   —   I       .        ](ki,x)jl+i1- ■ -(^l.O/jo + úo,

and of course x is the differential obtained after tensoring over sé(3) with Z2.

Similarly the terms in x3 come about by considering xf + [xx, x2] + x2 and taking 9

on this (cf. 3.6).

6.33. x3 is given by:

Coefficient

p(5)-p(6)

p(6)-p(6)

p(3)-p(6)

p(3)-/5(3)

p(3)-p(3)

p(l)-,5(3)

p(6)-p(6)

p(3)-p(6)

P(D-P(3)

ki.i

-1

-1

k3,x kz,i

-1

-2

k2.x »tj &1,4

-2

kx,2

-1

-3
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Coefficient £4,1 £3.1 k2,x ki. ki.i ki.2 ki.i

P(3)

pW

pV.)

PU)

PO)

P(2)

ßlll

m
p(4)

p(4)

p(3)

p(4)

pX3)

P(D

p(3)

p(3)

•p(3)

P(2)

p(5)

p(5)

>-p(3)

•p(2)

•p(0

■P(3)

•p(3)

■/5(5)

p(4)

p(5)

p(4)

•p(3)

•Pd)

■p(3)

-2

-1

-1

-1

-2 -1

-1

-2

-2

-1

-2

-1

-1

-3

-2

-1

-2

-1

-2

7. The /T2, £3 terms of the May spectral sequence.

7.1. The Ex term in this sequence is the polynomial algebra on generators

«1,1, «1,2, «1,4, «1.8, "2,1, «2,2, «2,4, «3.1, «3,2, «4.1 from 6.1, and from 6.32 we find

S«2,l   =   «1,1«1,2,

8«22   =   «li2«l,4,

(7.11) 8«2>4 = «i.irtj.a,

8«3,1   =  «1,1«2,2 + «1.4«2,1,

8«4,1   =  «1,1«3,2 + «2,1«2,4 + «1,8«3,1-

Thus we have

7.12 Theorem.

£2 = -P(«o, «1, «2, A3, ^2,1, ¿2,2, ¿2,4, ¿3,1, 63,2, ¿4,1, ", r)/R
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where R is the set of relations

«¡rti + i = 0,        «§63,1 + 62, A, 4+ «o*3,2 = 0,        «0m = 6262,j,        h2u = 6062>2,

h3r = «163,4,        hyr = 6362,2,        h3u = h0r = 0,        u2 = 6?63,i + 62,i62,2,

r2 = «¡63,2 + 62,262,4,       63,4« = h0h2b3i2,       b2Ar = hxh3b3¡1-

7.2. From 6.33 we find easily

S262,i = h20h2 + h\,

S262,2 = 6263 + 6i,

S262i4 = h%,

S263,j = 6i62,2 + 6362,i,

S263>2 = 6262,4,

S264,i = 6163,2,

S2k = 606¡,

32r = 6162

and this gives all the differentials in E2. Calculating out this gives

7.3 Theorem. As an algebra E3 has a basis consisting o/31 generators:

60, 6j, 62, 63, 6¡,j, 6¡,2, 6¡,4, ¿l.i, 6¡,2, 61,i,        c0 = {6i«},        Ci = {62r},

d0 = {u2},        dx = {r2},        e0 = {b22u},        ex = {62,4r},        K = h2b31,

« = {rh2b31},        W = {62im(6263i)},        X = {h3b32},        V = {b^b^ + hlb^},

A = {w63>2},        a = {60622631632},        r = {6264,i},        9 = {6064,1},

5 = {6i624M + 6g6246|i},        t = {6¡262,iM},       y = {6¡i62,2M},

z = {uM},       a = {6264^63,!},       a' = {b^uh^xb^x}

where M=(b3xb32 + b22bix).

The reader may work out the enormous number of relations between them if he

wishes. This is made somewhat easier by referring to the graphs of 7.4.

(The calculation is direct, but as an aid it is convenient to construct a spectral

sequence starting from an associated graded version of E2 and converging to E3,

by using the fact that E2 is a differential algebra and taking the augmentation

filtration [7].)

7.4. To aid the reader we graph some of the parts of E3 (with some extensions).

We first graph the subalgebra with generators 60, 6j, 62, 63, 6¡j, 6¡2, 6!4, c0, d0, eQ,

Cu dx, £1, K, W, (Figure 7.41). Note that in 7.41 we give no products with b31,
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but the product of every element present with b3X is nonzero and independent.

Note also that vertical lines connecting two points denote multiplication by «0,

while a 45°line is multiplication by hx and a broken line denotes multiplication by

«2. Finally, the horizontal coordinates are t — s (t is the "internal degree" and s

the "simplicial degree") while the vertical coordinates are s.

The second graph gives the various multiples by elements in the first graph of

the generators X, V, X, t, 0. In particular, this gives the E2 term of our spectral

sequence completely for t — s ^42. For completeness in specifying these elements

it is also necessary to include a, a', a, z, t, y. Thus the family not graphed is

generated by s, and b%¡2, b2¡i. Moreover,

E2 S P(bî.x, blx) ® C

where C is composed of 7.41, 7.42 together with the part given by the five remaining

generators above. Finally, we should point out that the products XV, VX etc. do

not appear in 7.41, but for completeness we have included «, dx, ex, (b2i)2 in the

graph.

V
M «r,-- /

h\

2 4 6 8        10       12       14       16       18       20       22       24       26       28       30       32       34

Figure 7.41

36       38

l-s
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c b  c

j\   means h^i = hjb = c W   means hou = b + c

K% A

tew

hfi

KV,

28  30  32  34  3«  38  40  42  44   46   48  50  52  54   56   58   60  62   64  66

Figure 7.42

8. The S4 and 86 differentials and Ext^-(3)(Z2, Z2) through the 42 stem.

8.1. By examination we find E3 = Ei. However, in £4 we have

8.11. Theorem.

(i) S46¡j = 60*63,

(ii) SiK=h20h3,

(iii) â*a = 606|Ô,

(iv) 346¡,1=62(62,2)2,

(v) SX2 = 63(62,4)2,

(vi) 8462tl = 62(63,2)2

and S4 is zero on all other generators.

Proof. It is easy to check that the 84 differential must be zero on all other genera-

tors for filtration reasons. It remains to verify the remaining differentials. We use

the notation of 3.6.

(i) Let L = k3ko in our chain complex. We claim its boundary is k3Ak2tlk2 + k2il.

(1) x2(k3ki0) = Sq2k3,xki0-1 + Sq2Sqik2,1ki0-1, thus {[Ji^ + x^Aro^.i^.iAr'cf2

+ (qa,i + Sqiq2yx)k2Aki0-2 and
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(2) x3(k3ki0) = k3tXk2iXkQ-2 + Sqiklxki0-2 hence {[xx, x3] + [xx, x2] + x% + xî}(k3k0)

= Sq2q22,xk0-3 so

(3) xi(k3kl0) = Sq2k2,,ikl0-3 implies {[x4, xj + fxg, x2]+[x3, xx} + x22 + [x2, xx] + xf}

x(k3k0) = k\tlk0~i and here the process stops and (i) follows.

(ii) Let K(j) = k%kü then

X¿K(j)) = Sqik2,¿0 + Sq1q2,xk2t2k0

+ (Sq3+q2,x)q2<2k3iXk0 + Sq2k3¡xk3k0~l + Sq2Sqik2,xk3kQ-l

and (ignoring terms on which S® will be zero).

{x? +[xx, x2]}K(j) = Sq1q2iXq3,xk2t2k0-1 + (Sq2+q2tX)q3,xk3tlk0-1

+q2.i<]3.ik3,xk0-1 + (Sq1q2t2q3tX + Sq2q2A)k2Ak0-1

+{Sq q2,x+q3,x)k2yXk3k0   ,

thus

x3(K(j)) = Sq'q^k^k^ko- » + ^^I,^^ »

~^~ Sq q22k3xk2xko    +Sq k2Xk3ko    -\-k3Xk2fXk3kç,   ,

xi(K(j)) = S<7 k3¡xk2_2k'0    +k2ík2Xk'0

+ Sq q2lXk2i2k2iXKQ    + Sq k2iXk3Kq

Hence the reduced boundary of k2k% is ^2,4^2,1 + ^3,1^2,1^3- On the other hand,

(X2 + x3)/c21/c3/c2 = k2ik2 x + k3 xk2 xk3 + k3Xk2

and (ii) follows.

(iii) hoa = K0, hence 8iK0 = h%h20 so S4(a) = «o«|0 + i; and by observation v = 0.

(iv) [S,44,?2>2] = (?2 + .V)?3,i ÍSq3,q22Í = Sq2q3,x [Sq2,q2.2\ = Sq1q3,x [Sq\q22] =

q3¡x thus xi(kia%k2) = k^\ and this proves (iv). The remaining cases are similar.

8.2. After calculating E5 through t — s<42 we find the only possible remaining

differential is a S(6>. Specifically hW)(b\AK) = uhlV where w = 0 or 1. In fact we have

8.21 Proposition, (a) h3(b%xK) = h%Vand (b) ^\b\xK) = «gV.

8.22 Remark. 8.21. (a) was first observed by M. Mahowald using very sophisti-

cated methods. It implies (b) since «¿n3 = 0 and the only thing which can hit h%V

is (b%AK). We prove 8.21 using only the theory developed here.

Proof. We build up cycles dual to V, .. .,h%V,

(0) k3¡2k\¡x is a cycle dual to V.

W) uK-q 2^2 1^0== *^41^3 2^2 i^o so ^3 2^2 i^o ' ^4 i*^2 4*^2 i^i represents 3. cycle

dual to h0V.

\¿) k.^ 1*^2 4*^21*^1*^0 80ÖS error k^Kq^k^-^Kq so k^ 2^2 í^o ~i~*^4 1*^2,4^2 i^i^o

+ /c|,4^2,i represents («oF)*.

(3) ki¡xk2Ak2Akxk0 now adds a further error, namely kiAk^xk2Xkxk0~2. To

correct this we add
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24

22

20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

0

^3,1^2,1^3^1 (note here that though k21k3 contributes a term k2x since (J) = 0(2)

this term does not appear).

(4) k%Ak2Ak3kxk0 adds error k%xk21k3 while klAk%Akl adds k%Ak2Aktx- Thus we

add k31kt,xk3k2 which adds error kiAk31k\xk2. We correct this in turn with

k3xk2iklAk2. Note that the term klAk2Ak3kxk0 + k3Akt,xk3k2 in (h*V)* shows

63(6¡i7í) = 64F+A. However, there is only h%V in (38,8) and 8.21(a) follows.

Thus as noted in 8.22 the proof is complete.

8.4. Now using 7.41, 7.42 it is a routine matter to calculate the Ex term of the

spectral sequence for t — s<4l and we tabulate the result in Figure 8.41 (actually

we have done all the work to determine Ext'i?3 (Z2, Z2) for / — s much larger than 40

but we leave this to the reader).

4
*!,*,

10   12   14   16   18   20   22   24   26   28   30   32   34   36   38   40

Figure 8.41
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